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Abstract: Global warming and climate change is a long term change in the weather patterns that characterize the regions of the world. Raised temperature increases the intensity of evaporation and rate of falling of condensed water vapor is 10-25% folder larger than the rate of evaporation. The associated effects are the changing precipitation and cyclone patterns and the productivity of agriculture. The modest alteration in the precipitation process and winds do not bring much change but consequently leads to dry area becoming more drier and wet areas becoming wetter. These changes are projected to continue in the future. The falling of condensed water vapor occurs as rain rather than rainfall with the rising temperature and snow melting at high rate, there is runoff and risk of flooding that has increased but risk of drought has increased in some areas due to high rate of evaporation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Current scenario of environment has sticked to reduce greenhouse gases. Many set protocols have been formed to imply this affect. Nevertheless changing in precipitation trends is alarming. As we know the severity of the issue, this paper emphasizes on precipitation which is an utmost proportional factor of both water and climate. The precipitation term refers to the form of solid /liquid of water vapor from atmosphere to surface of the earth. [24]

There are many factors that lead forward in process of precipitation viz-a-viz humidity of the surrounding, the trends and intensity of wind. Moreover sunshine also examplify to this.

Furthermore the evaporation from surface and its trends of gathering together also testify to the process of precipitation cloud formation may be the simple part of it.

The continuous exchange of water from oceans and surface of continents to atmosphere comprise of hydrological cycle. Primarily, the intensity of heat/radiation from sun start heating up the water(evaporation), the water droplets from oceans and surface of continents which is proportional to the atmospheric humidity with the help of winds. After reaching at height the vapors cool down and expanded in the process called condensation the cooled water droplets are condensed to become clouds and come back to surface of earth known as precipitation, thus the hydrological cycle is completed in three steps:

1. Evaporation
2. Condensation
3. Precipitation[29]

Importance of precipitation in today’s life is concerned because the changing pattern of precipitation is striking and their general feature in terms of benefit to earth is altered.

Precipitation has many salient features in running a normal earth system. The global temperature is governed to retain a normal limits by fetching up heat from tropics to high latitudes with the help raised temperature generated by solar radiation by initiating the process evaporation imparting climbing up of heat and falling down of cool winds. These execute the form of convectional currents which heat up the upper layer of atmosphere. For the necessity of global temperature the precipitation has been altered which has affected the temperature severity with respect to temperature of earth. These changes has been collectively called climate alter.
2. **PREDICATION PROCESS**

Suspended water vapor in the atmosphere cools down and condenses in solid or liquid form. This process is termed as precipitation, which comes into effect with the help of temperature, intensity of wind and humidity. Temperature is an important parameter from where the process begins and raises the humidity level in the atmosphere by evaporation. The increased moisture in the air is taken away from surface to atmosphere by moving air wind. As soon as the warm and humid air reaches the dew point i.e. when air stops absorbing water vapor at specific temperature water droplets transform into clouds and come back to earth in solid or liquid form.

A significant relation has been seen between relative humidity (the water vapor present in the air at specific temperature) and precipitation. Greater the relative humidity more would be possibilities of precipitation.

Precipitation takes place in liquid form, when the dew point comes before the freezing point the solid precipitation is witnessed and when it comes into existence after the freezing point.

**Figure 1. Hydrological Cycle**

**Figure 2. Classification of precipitation**

**Solid:** solid precipitation could be in snowfall, hailstone, and sleet. **Snowfall:** Condensed water droplets fall on the surface as snowflakes when the temperature near the earth surface comes down less than the freezing point i.e. near the 300 meters. Falling of the snowflakes is snow fall.
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**Hails**: Passing of the water droplets from the layer whose temperature lowers than the freezing point of atmosphere leads to the rainfall of solid droplets known as hailstones. \[^{[24]}\]

**Sleet**: It is the rain that freezes to the ice pellets while falling through the cold layer. It is necessary for the temperature near the earth surface to be cool while little high in the upper layer.

**Liquid**: liquid precipitation includes drizzle and snowfall. \[^{[18]}\]

**Drizzle**: It is fall of numerous small sized uniform droplets with a diameter less than 0.02inch. it usually origins from stratus clouds. \[^{[24]}\]

**Rainfall**: Rainfall significant type of precipitation. When moisture present in atmosphere is condensed into water droplets and fall on surface in liquid form is known as rainfall. The water droplets are quiet larger than drizzle. \[^{[24]}\]

3. **CLIMATE CHANGE AND PRECIPITATION**

Climate change is overwhelming issue which is the consequence of the anthropogenic activities on the planet. The perspective of change in elements of climate is raising the temperature which is resultant of excessive emission of greenhouse gases and their increasing concentration in atmosphere. CO\(_2\) is most important while other gases also play an important role. As changes are taking place in mean state of the climate, it has direct impact on the frequency, type and amount of condensed vapors falling on the surface of the earth. Evidently the overall global surface temperature has increased by 0.74° C since 19\(^{th}\) century and is expected to raise by 1.4°c-5.8°c by 2100 AD \[^{[20]}\].

According to East Anglia’s climate research there was erratic growth of temperature after decline from (1945-1973). This drastic change is caused by excessive emission of carbon dioxide, other greenhouse gases and urbanization. This increase in temperature leads to increase in rate of evaporation which results into intense precipitation and causes reduction in duration of rain events without any change in total amount. Increased amount of moisture in air because of increased temperature has weakens the hydrological process and caused delay in onset of monsoon rainfall in some areas.

It has been observed that the water holding capacity of air also increases by 7% with every 1°C increase in temperature which will have adverse impact on the water cycle \[^{[30]}\]. As the rate of falling of condensed water vapor is 10-25% folder larger than rate of evaporation. It is believed that 6% increase in moisture would cause 20% increase in rainfall, if all other parameters are unchanged. \[^{[23]}\]. Heavy rainfall is the consequence of storm circulation but not of evaporation.

Some works involved are listed below:

1. Lack of parity between increase moisture from c-c effect and less resultant change in precipitation is believed that there will be intense nature of precipitation. \[^{[26][28]}\]
2. There is change from falling of vapor in solid form to liquid especially at the beginning and the end of the season increasing the risk of drought, heat, and wild fires. \[^{[21]}\]
3. Shifting taking place in the track of storm makes some regions wetter and the other drier leading to complex pattern change. \[^{[22][27]}\]
4. In some regions the layer of pollution masks round which prevents direct sunlight, decreases evaporation reduce moisture supply to atmosphere.

4. **OBSERVED CHANGES IN PRECIPITATION**

The hydrological cycle is weakening in the past and it is predicted to be intensify in the future \[^{[12]}\]. This change is predicted to alter the pattern of the precipitation. This may lead intense rainfall in some regions whereas seasonal shifts in some regions. Studies reveal that there has been overall 2% increase in the precipitation at global level since 20\(^{th}\) century. \[^{[13]}\]

4.1. **Mid-Latitudes and High Latitudes**

In latitude between 30° North to 85° North there is 7% and 12 % increase in precipitation and in between latitudes 0° South to 55° South. Precipitation increased by 2% \[^{[3]}\]. There is difference in change in precipitation between the northern and southern hemisphere because of the unequal distribution of the land and oceans.
Increasing quantity of precipitation has been observed in the mid and high latitudes during autumn and spring in northern hemisphere with variations from place to place. As in USA precipitation has increased by 5% and 10% but some areas received increased precipitation in the summer season. Regionally precipitation has increased by more than 10% in Canada over 20\textsuperscript{th} century. There are conflicting reports regarding the precipitation of Canadian prairies. As according to the Akinremi.et al. (1999) there is increase from 1965-1995 but Gan (1998) mentioned increase in precipitation between 1949-1990. Decrease in precipitation has been observed over china with 3.9% per decade fall in the number of days. It has been researches that in USSR the rate of fall in precipitation has been increased by 5% since 1981. Southwest Australia has also observed decrease in rainy days and the amount of precipitation whereas some areas received the increased amount of precipitation by 15% to 20%. Notably increase in precipitation has been observed in the northern hemisphere. In most of the regions of this hemisphere receives precipitation as rain rather than snow. A long term increase has been observed in Argentina in the southern hemisphere since 1900 to 1998.

**4.2. Tropics and Sub Tropics**

There is fall in quantity of precipitation received in the sub tropics from 1980 and even equatorial region recorded fall in precipitation since 1995. In summer monsoon India experienced increase in extreme rain fall moreover shifting of the monsoon from 70% below than normal levels is predicted. It has an adverse effect on the onset of the monsoon over south east which is believed to be delay by 15 days. Fall in rainy days have experienced in the Southeast Asia and western & central south pacific but increasing trends has been observed in Fiji and Polynesia. There has been aridity from long time throughout North Africa, south of Sahara since 1960. Thus the aspect of precipitation is changing. Increase in the torrential rainfall fount to be taking place in some regions, even when mean precipitation is not changing. Although flooding has increased in some areas and in association with cyclone and hurricanes.

**4.3. Impact of Climate Change on Agriculture of World**

Most of the countries are agrarian states and agriculture is only the main source of food to the population of the world. Most of the agriculture depends upon the precipitation which is having adverse impact of the altered climate elements. Changing in the rainfall patterns alter the farming activities, overall it have negative effect on the final yield. The crop production has been declining this century due to changing pattern of the precipitation. Overall productivity has been predicted to fall between 3 to 16% by 2080. Those developing countries are going to suffer on average 10-25% decline in 2080’s where the temperature is near or above crop tolerance level. In individual countries like India could see drop of 30 to 40%. But still many countries are tackling with effect of alteration positively. There is decline in rainfall in Australia which is predicted to reduce the productivity. But it is overcome by the process of irrigation. There is increase in rate of precipitation in North America with increase in moderate temperature which may benefit food production.

Variations taking place in precipitation has influenced crop and livestock farming. As per observations the onset of the seasonal rainfall has been delayed and number of rainy days are reduced which has vulnerable effect on the yield. The main growing season are March, April, May (MAM) and December, January and February have been declining in Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanzania, Zombie, Malawi since 1980’s. In India growing period is June - September and November - January there is increase in the summer rainfall. Variations taking place in precipitation has influenced crop and livestock farming. As per observations the onset of the seasonal rainfall has been delayed and number of rainy days are reduced which has vulnerable effect on the yield. The main growing season are March, April, May (MAM) and December, January and February have been declining in Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanzania, Zombie, Malawi since 1980’s. In India growing period is June - September and November - January there is increase in the summer rainfall. Variations taking place in precipitation has influenced crop and livestock farming. As per observations the onset of the seasonal rainfall has been delayed and number of rainy days are reduced which has vulnerable effect on the yield. The main growing season are March, April, May (MAM) and December, January and February have been declining in Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanzania, Zombie, Malawi since 1980’s. In India growing period is June - September and November - January there is increase in the summer rainfall.

**4.4. Crop Response to Changing Pattern**

Climate change has increased the temperature which consequently alter the pattern of precipitation. This change has vulnerable effect on the crop yield. As this has effect on the photosynthesis, transpiration, moisture availability.
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Net photo synthesis would increase and transpiration level reduces with increase in CO₂ concentration. With every 75ppm increase in CO₂ level would increase the yield by 0.5 t/h but yield will decrease by 0.6 t/h for every 1°C increase in temperature. [25]

4.5. Mitigation and Adoption in Agriculture

[1] Assisting farmer: the farmers could be assisted to cope with the climate risk by providing weather services to farmers can adopt to climate change to some extent by shifting the sowing dates, and to choose varieties with different growth duration or changing crop rotations. [8]

[2] Early outbreak warning: there should be early warning on outbreak of diseases and pesticides. Integrated pest management takes into consideration multiple pest in given climate scenario, so pest control strategy should be based on this.

[3] Weather forecasting: seasonal weather forecasting could be used as supportive measure to optimize planting and irrigation patterns.

[4] Efficient use of fertilizers: there should be efficient use of fertilizers such as optimum fertilizers. Application of nitrogenous and potassium fertilizers. This could protect the crops from getting Detroit.

[5] Research and education: more funds should be provided to strengthen research in order to cope with this dynamic world and to overcome this problem of changing patterns of precipitation.

[6] Crop insurance: there is need for providing crop insurance to consumer in order to protect them from the failure of crops. This would encourage them to produce more.

[7] Irrigation facilities: efficient use such as frequent but shallow irrigation drip and sprinkle irrigation for high value crops, irrigation at critical stages. [16]

5. CONCLUSION

This paper reveals some connections between climate change and precipitation. Climate change the outcome of the global warming has now started showing its impact across the globe. Consequently it has altered the pattern of precipitation. The forms of precipitation has made transition to great extent. Changes are observed worldwide. Analyses show that heavy and extreme precipitation events has been increased in the regions where the total precipitation has increased. In some regions however the extreme precipitation events has been increased despite the fact that the total precipitation has decreased. It is observed that primarily in the northern hemisphere, in mid and high latitudes areas, significant increase have occurred in the total precipitation derived from heavy and extreme precipitation events.

There is no doubt that the change in pattern of precipitation is the signature of climate change. This has direct influence on the food production across the globe. Agriculture sector is more sensitive to the climate changes because the climate change of a region determines the nature and characteristics of vegetation and crops. Thus to cope with these extreme changes, it need of hour to act globally, nationally and locally.
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